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Abstract
This work provides a short but technical introduction to the main building blocks of a blockchain. It argues that a blockchain is not a revolutionary technology but rather a clever combination of three fields: cryptography, decentralization and game theory. In addition, it summaries the differences between a public, private and federate blockchain model and the two prominent consensus mechanism Proof-of-Work (POW) and Proof-of-Stake (POS).
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this publication is to elucidate the most important technical fundamentals of blockchain systems. To comprehend the subject as a whole, this work follows a top-down approach and begins in Section 2 with a summary of the early development steps of distributed currencies and the rationale for their failure. The underlying challenges are exemplified by outlining the design of Bitcoin [1] — the first feasible distributed currency and blockchain system. Having derived the key ideas and the addressed challenges, three building blocks of a blockchain system are described in Section 3: cryptography, decentralization and game theory. The breakdown in these independent research areas reveals that a blockchain is an innovative and clever combination of those rather than a revolutionary new field. In Section 4, this work continues with the classification of three different blockchain models: public, private and federated. Each model represents varying properties to achieve the aspired goal of a distributed ledger. Some of them will be discussed controversially. For each one, the main characteristics and differences will be defined. Subsequently, in Section 5, the topic is further subdivided to delve into the low-level cryptographic fundamentals of a blockchain system: hash functions and digital signatures. In Section 6, this work deals with different consensus algorithms.

2. Evolution
The concept of a blockchain was first announced in November 2008 [2]. The person or the organization hidden by the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto published a whitepaper about a digital payment system called Bitcoin [2]. The system got deployed and launched in 2009 and firstly introduced a functional and fully distributed ledger. Bitcoin is based on a decentralized Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network [2], which synchronizes all transactions on a common public ledger. Thus, every participant in the network is able to read the entire history of all transactions. However, by utilizing secure concepts of cryptography, transactions can only be written or modified by authorized participants. Bitcoin cleverly combined existing contributions from decades of research and most importantly, it solved several fundamental problems in a highly sophisticated and feasible way [3]. Blockchain technology is still a relatively new approach in the field of computer science. It is an emerging technology, which is currently studied and tested for many applications and several use cases.

The idea of fully distributed money has been around from the early 1980s [3]. Distributed money is not controlled and operated by a single organization. It should com-
completely eliminate intermediaries like a bank and enable the transfer of ownership rights only between a payment sender and receiver. Early attempts to create distributed currencies always failed because all previous systems depend on a trust model that has a central authority, providing a clearinghouse service for transaction verification and ownership record organization [4]. Consequently, such authorities retain full control over the data stored on centralized ledgers. The idea to solve this problem was to introduce the concept of a fully distributed ledger. No single or exclusively designated group of authorities should have the power to control the stored data. The term Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) summarizes the approach of distributed storage of transaction data in redundant ledger copies. The distribution of the data is a known and solved problem. The challenge and goal is to reach a consensus for all distributed data copies.

A blockchain is an innovative approach to implement a distributed ledger (see Section 4). However, until the launch of Bitcoin all attempts to implement a fully distributed currency led to one fundamental unsolved problem. Distributed currencies suffered from the risk to double spend coins. Since digital copies are trivial, the same coin could be transferred in parallel by one sender to two or more differing recipients. This so-called double-spending problem is a major challenge for distributed currencies [5]. With the publication of Bitcoin in the year of 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto presented a solution to this problem [2]. The essential approach of this solution is the concept summarized by the term blockchain. A blockchain solves the double-spending problem by defining a chronological order of all transactions. If two or more conflicting transactions are identified, only the first one is accepted and all the other transactions are discarded. Accordingly, a blockchain system can be understood as a distributed timestamp server [2]. This concept enables one ledger as a single source of truth. The challenge is to find a consensus on the state of the ledger between all participants in a decentralized P2P environment.

The challenges of the double-spending problem are those of the Byzantine Generals Problem (BGP) [6]. The BGP concerns the problem of mutual agreement on a consistent state for distributed information [6]. The famous analogy in [6] describes the problem of different spatially separated generals besieging a city and trying to agree on the best time for an attack. It is a communication, coordination and synchronization problem. Especially in the presence of selfish or malicious participants, i.e. a general acting as a traitor, a practical solution to this problem is far from trivial. One possibility to solve this problem in a decentralized environment, is to introduce the concept of a voting scheme. In theory, a voting network of peers can achieve a correct and consistent network state as long as the majority of the peers is honest. Accordingly, a correct ledger state, i.e. a system-wide consensus, can be achieved by election. If the participants trust each other and can communicate directly, no difficulties are present. However, a remote voting scheme induces vulnerabilities and is prone to diverse attack vectors. With the assumption of synchronous and reliable communication, the BGP reaches consensus as long as the term \( n \geq 3f + 1 \) is satisfied [6]. The original problem description defines \( n \) physically separated generals trying to mutually agree via messengers on a battle plan [6]. However, \( f \) traitors, with \( f \leq n \), try to thwart the agreement [6]. A decentralized system can tolerate failures (or traitors) as long as the number of malicious participants is less than one third of all participants. Such systems with a resilience to byzantine failures are considered Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) [6].

Nakamoto’s blockchain architecture masters the BGP from a practical perspective and balances feasibility and security [3]. The ambitious design of Bitcoin enables an increased BFT of \( n \geq 2f + 1 \) [7]. Accordingly, the number of malicious participants is increased from less than one third to less than one half of all participants. Thus, Bitcoin is a practical demonstration of the theoretical assumption of majority based consensus networks. As long as 51% of all transaction validators are honest, the network will have a quorum and eventually reach consensus. Bitcoin or more specifically, the Nakamoto consensus mechanism operating inside, represented a new milestone of practical decentralization.

### 3. Building Blocks

The design of Bitcoin and hence the concept of a blockchain system consists of a network containing a distributed and chronological ordered transaction database, which is utilized for the manipulation-proof storage of linear data records. It enables a distributed consensus between untrusted participants and represents a continuously expanding open ledger. Any of the stored data is protected against unauthorized manipulation mainly by aspects of the building blocks summarized by the research areas of cryptography, decentralization and game theory. In the following sections, each area will be explained in the context of blockchain systems. The innovative characteristics of blockchain systems are a result of the clever combination of these research areas. They enable the elimination of intermediaries, central authorities and data monopolies, and thus provide an unprecedented protection against data manipulation with robust censorship resistance.

#### 3.1 Cryptography

The most important building block of a blockchain system is cryptography (see Section 5 for more details). Cryptography is used to store data in units of immutable blocks with a fixed chronological order. Each block is linked with the former one by a backward pointer to the previous block header as shown in Figure 1. This concatenation forms a hash linked list and is facilitated by a unique and unforgeable hash value of each block. Any changes of the data stored in former blocks would invalidate all following newer blocks. An attacker would have to re-calculate all the blocks from that given point. Practically, this is infeasible because the creation involves significant computational work (see Section 6). Accordingly, previous blocks can not be manipulated unnoticed and hence the hash linked list provides a secure data history with a high degree of integrity. As long as the linked hashes remain valid from start to finish, all previous transaction data is secured by the
contents of the current block and hence reduce the need of trust for each block individually. With every further block this structure is strengthened.

![Figure 1. Hash linked blocks. Redrawn from [2].](image)

Furthermore, cryptography enables the concept of ownership rights. Unforgeable digital signatures contribute to the security aspects of authenticity, non-repudiation and integrity for each published transaction. They provide a layer of validation and security to transactions sent through an insecure communication channel (Internet). Secure transfer of unforgeable ownership rights is realized by having to digitally sign all generated transactions. Subsequent signature verifications is easily accomplished.

### 3.2 Decentralization

Decentralized system architectures support unauthorized manipulation. Since every state change implies agreement by the majority of the network, unauthorized manipulation is identified more easily. The complete history of the data stored on a blockchain is transparent throughout the network. There is no hierarchically organized structure and no central storage location (cf. Figure 2). A blockchain is not created or managed by a central authority, but is assembled independently by every contributing node in the network. All data is stored redundant by a flat end-to-end architecture on the basis of a P2P network. Bitcoin for example utilizes an unstructured and decentralized P2P network based on persistent TCP connections as its communication structure [3].

![Figure 2. P2P and server-based network.](image)

All the peers, i.e. individual nodes, form a decentralized environment, which contributes to a distributed consensus between all participants without a superordinate party. Consequently, any data modification must be agreed and executed by the majority of the network. As long as this majority is honest, the network is consistent and features a system-wide consensus. In addition to the objective of immutable data storage, redundancy increases availability and failure tolerance of the stored data and eliminates single point of failures regarding data loss. Regarding currency or payment systems, this results in promising and unprecedented properties.

### 3.3 Game Theory

Finally, game theory is a another significant aspect regarding a secure mode of operation for blockchain systems. Game theory is the study of mathematical modeling for decision-making situations [8]. It is based on a strategic interaction between rational decision-makers [8]. The success or failure for each individual strategy does not only depend on one’s own actions. For blockchain decision-makers, success and failure is defined by individual behavior based on the network protocol. For valuable digital assets such as cryptocurrencies, the concept of game theory defines significant parts of the trust model of the system. The need for blind trust in other network participants is reduced by rewarding honest participants with economic incentives (see Section 6). Consequently, dishonest participants get penalized by missing any of these rewards. This relationship between reward and penalty enables a system based on logical reasoning driven economic rationality. If, on the basis of the same effort, an honestly acquired reward consists of more value than the output of a successful attack, a malicious participant is best advised to choose a strategy that follows the defined network protocol. A rational self-interested decision-maker will rather contribute to common interest and hence foster the consensus and correct state of the network. On this basis, blockchain applications such as Bitcoin are commonly referred to as trustless consensus mechanisms [4, 9].

### 4. Classified Models

The distributed storage of transaction data in redundant ledger copies can be summarized by the term DLT. A blockchain is an innovative approach to implement a distributed ledger and thus blockchains are classified as DLTs, but not every DLT is a blockchain. A transaction based Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [10, p. 118] for example, is another subtype of a DLT. In addition to this broad classification, blockchain systems themselves can be classified as well. Basically, blockchains can be categorized into three different models. These models are named according to the system’s degree of decentralization and by the possibility for participants of accessing transaction validation rights. The latter depends on the process in which eligible network participants have the authority to validate transaction data by participating in the consensus mechanism (see Section 6). Unfortunately, not all blockchain models allow public access to these rights and hence tend to hierarchical structures, which are contrary to the fundamental objective as defined in [2].

As illustrated Figure 3, a blockchain is either a public, private or federated network of transactions validators. The models vary significantly in their degree of decentralization and hence in their ability to protect stored data from unauthorized manipulation. Blockchain systems tending towards a small degree of decentralization lose their ability to effectively provide true protection against manipulation. However, this aspired security goal leads to more or less significant performance constraints, due to high consensus complexity. The term blockchain is discussed controversially in relation to public vs. private / federated ledgers.
The following sections will define the main characteristics and differences of each model.

![Classification of different blockchain models.](image)

**Figure 3.** Classification of different blockchain models.

### 4.1 Public Blockchains
Public blockchains consist of an open and publicly accessible network. Transactions are transparent and may be read and written by any network participant. The ability to validate transactions is the privilege of every network participant. It can be accomplished under a predefined set of well-known conditions (see Section 6). But no participant is excluded from the network by design. There is no hierarchically organized authority. Accordingly, network participants do not have to trust any involved superordinate intermediaries and can join and leave the network at will. The participants do not have to know or trust each other in order to securely transfer assets. In a trustless environment, transaction validators get rewarded with economic incentives for honest behavior, as defined by game theoretic strategies [2]. As long as the majority of the participants are honest, the network will have a quorum, eventually achieve system-wide consensus and result in a correct and consistent state.

Since individual control over the entire network is very hard to accomplish, public blockchain systems provide the highest protection against unauthorized data manipulation. Due to their high degree of decentralization, a public blockchain facilitates true censorship resistance, which may be the most promising key feature of DLTs. However, to effectively provide these properties, fully decentralized blockchain systems suffer from performance constraints. Despite their potential, due to the significant amount of consensus complexity, public blockchains are subject of poor scalability with low transaction processing rates [11, 12].

### 4.2 Private Blockchains
In contrast to public blockchains, private blockchain systems are closed networks (invitation-only), for which each participant needs special permissions to read, write and validate transactions. The network of transaction validators is a closed group of preselected authorities, having the power to fully control all stored data. The degree of decentralization is low and all transaction data is hardly distributed. As a result, the data structure of private blockchain systems is not immutable and loses the ability to effectively provide true protection against manipulation. Additionally, it decreases availability and failure tolerance of the stored data, enabling single point of failures.

In private blockchain systems, network participants have to trust a centralized group of validators. This concerns the transfer of assets as well as the store of value in one’s account. There is no need for economic incentives because all validators know and trust each other. If malicious participants are identified, they simply get excluded by superordinate authorities. There is no need to reward correct behavior. Private blockchains are discussed controversially because they lack most of the necessary key properties as defined in [2]. Due to the small degree of decentralization, the realization of a system-wide consensus is trivial. One remaining advantage of private blockchains is that they are highly scalable and achieve high transaction processing rates.

### 4.3 Federated Blockchains
At last, the third model is a tradeoff between the former two. Federated blockchain systems are a hybrid solution, enabling a semi open and publicly accessible network. Transactions are mostly transparent and may be read and written by any network participant. However, the ability to validate propagated transactions is a privilege that only preselected and/or subsequently statically elected validators have. This group of authorities forms a consortium. Each member of this consortium is selected carefully and might get excluded for incorrect behavior. Similar to private blockchain systems, there is no economic incentive, since there is no need to reward correct behavior. All members of the consortium know and trust each other. If no malicious members are present, consensus is established easily.

Since the complexity of finding consensus is rather low, federated blockchain systems are easily scalable and allow high transaction processing rates. Depending on the size of the consortium and on the architecture of the system, the degree of decentralization as well as the distribution of all transaction data might be high. As a result, the data structure of federated blockchains might be immutable and may provide the ability to effectively provide protection against manipulation, but none of this can be guaranteed by system design. Despite the protocol rules, if the consortium agrees on arbitrary system states, it may enforce them at will. Network participants have to trust the consortium to operate honestly. This concerns the transfer of assets as well as the store of value in one’s account. For similar reasons as for private blockchain systems, federated blockchains are also a controversial topic. Even if the probability of abuse of power is lowered by distributing it between public entities on the basis of a transparent consortium, the ability of misuse still remains. If the consortium is large enough, open and publicly accessible by all network participants, the constraints of a federated blockchain would be fixed. However, this would render it as a public blockchain system.

All blockchain models are summarized and compared in Table 1.

---

1 Or less complex when using a replication algorithms like Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [13].
5. Cryptographic Fundamentals

The fundamentals of a blockchain system can be categorized by three main security objectives, namely integrity, authenticity and non-repudiation. To facilitate a fully distributed ledger, certain aspects of cryptography have to be utilized. These are essentially cryptographic hash functions as well as digital signatures on the basis of asymmetric public key cryptography. They enable many promising properties of blockchain applications, including decentralized trust and control, ownership certification, and the cryptographic-proof security model [4]. Both techniques will be explained in the following sections.

5.1 Hash Functions

A hash function is simply any mathematical function that maps input data of arbitrary size \( x \) to an output of fixed size \( y \), as defined by \( f_{\text{hash}}(x) = y \). The input of a hash function is often referred to as a message and the output is usually called hash value, message digest, checksum or fingerprint. These terms stand for more general functions with rather different properties and purposes, such as efficiently searching for data entries in large databases using hash tables, protection against manipulation by ensuring the integrity of any hashed input values, or identification of arbitrary transmission errors. Important properties of hash functions are efficient calculation and determinism. The latter implies identical input values must always generate identical hash values, given the same hash function.

Furthermore, different input values should generate completely different hash values. However, this relationship only applies by a very high probability. Accordingly, so-called collisions are possible and render their application for blockchain systems nearly useless. A hash collision occurs if two unequal input values \( x \) and \( z \) generate the same output value, as defined by \( f_{\text{hash}}(x) = f_{\text{hash}}(z) \) with \( x \neq z \). Consequently, a linear concatenated hash linked list of transaction records, would allow modifications in former transactions and hence loose the feature of immutability. All transactions as well as the chronological order of the blockchain would be invalidated. To prevent such critical conditions, a secure blockchain implementation demands additional hash function security features.

5.2 Cryptographic Hash Functions

As a subset of general hash functions, cryptographic hash functions facilitate additional security features. They provide the following five properties. Again, they must be efficiently calculable and deterministic. Furthermore, cryptographic hash functions must be practically irreversible, as defined by \( f_{\text{hash}}(x) \Rightarrow y \). It must be practically infeasible to find an input value \( x \) to a given output value \( y \), meaning to generate a message that yields a given hash value. Additionally, they should provide collision resistance, so that \( f_{\text{hash}}(x) \neq f_{\text{hash}}(z) \) with \( x \neq z \). It must be practically infeasible to find an identical output value for unequal input values \( x \) and \( z \). And finally, even a small change to an input value should radically change the output value. There should be no correlation of input values between similar output values. For all properties, the only useful strategy to break the function is to try different input values until a match is found. Similar to brute forcing a password, this can be an exhausting task.

A well known representative of the cryptographic hash functions is the Secure Hash Algorithm 256-bit (SHA-256), as standardized by NIST [20]. It generates collision resistant one-way 256-bit hash values. These specified security features allow the concepts of a manipulation-proof block of transactions with high degree of integrity and the concatenation of those as a hash linked list with a fixed chronological order. Furthermore, they enable a secure transaction address generation mechanism, the basis for the consensus algorithm of [2] (see Section 6), as well as the basis for public key based authentication with digital signatures.

5.3 Digital Signatures

Blockchain systems establish the concept of asset ownership through public/private key pairs, transaction destination addresses (a repeated hash value of a public key or a transaction script), as well as through digital signatures. Public
and private keys have a fundamental mathematical relationship with each other. The relationship makes it possible to encrypt or sign data with one key and subsequently decrypt or verify the output with the corresponding other key. The decryption of an asymmetric encrypted message can only be accomplished by the private key holder. The verification of a signature however, can be accomplished by anyone with access to the public key. Ironically, encryption is not an important part for most blockchain applications, but unforgeable digital signatures are. For example, the Bitcoin protocol utilizes elliptic curve multiplication [2], to generate a public key \( K \) given a randomly generated private key \( k \). Bitcoin and other blockchain implementations make widely use of such elliptic curve cryptography, to facilitate secure transactions [21, 22]. For Bitcoin, digital signatures are generated with the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA), as standardized by NIST [23, pp. 26-30]. Other signature algorithms are for example Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) [23, pp. 15-21] or Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) [23, pp. 22-25].

Given a public / private key pair, a digital signature serves three generic purposes. First, it facilitates the verification of authenticity of published transactions. It guarantees a cryptographic proof, i.e. a strong reason to believe, that the signature was generated only by the private key holder, who is by implication also the owner of the assets, and thus the transfer of ownership was validly authorized. Subsequently, the signature can be verified using the public key that corresponds to the private key. Second, the cryptographic proof of authorization is undeniable, fostering non-repudiation. Last, a signature proofs that the content of a published transaction has not been modified in transit. Accordingly, a signature serves integrity for the content of every transaction, such as for example the transferred amount and/or the receiver of the assets.

Digital signatures are equivalent to traditional handwritten signatures or stamped seals, but properly implemented, digital signatures provide an increased protection against forgery. A digital signature is utilized on the basis of a mathematical signature scheme, which consists of three parts. The first part is to generate the underlying public / private key pair as described before. The second part is the application of the signature algorithm to sign an arbitrary message. A private key \( k \) is applied to a hash value, a digital fingerprint of the aspired transaction \( TX \), to produce a numerical signature \( \text{Sig} \), as defined by \( \text{Sig} = f_{\text{sign}}(\text{hash}(TX), k) \). The third part is the application of an algorithm that enables the verification of the signature. The signature \( \text{Sig} \), the transaction or the hash value of it, and the public key \( K \) are required for verification. As defined by \( f_{\text{hash}}(TX) = f_{\text{verify}}(\text{Sig}, K) \), the verification process results with success, if the algorithm, given the signature and the public key, calculates the corresponding transaction fingerprint. A match confirms that only the owner of the private key has authorized the transaction. This useful property of asymmetric cryptography makes it possible for anyone to verify every valid signature on every transaction, while ensuring that only the owner of private key can produce them [4].

---

2 RSA may also be applied for asymmetric encryption [24, 25].

### 6. Consensus Mechanisms

The main idea of a blockchain system can be determined by analyzing the utilized consensus algorithm operating inside. The consensus algorithm is one of the key components of a blockchain system and enables the mechanism to eventually find a system-wide consensus in a decentralized network of untrusted participants. As defined in Section 4, the utilization of a consensus mechanism depends on the degree of decentralization and on the possibility for participants of accessing transaction validation rights. Unfortunately, the blockchain models with restrictions to these rights, by not being an open and publicly accessible network, are not the core innovation of blockchain systems. Especially the implemented reward scheme incentivizing validators to be honest and foster a valid consensus is of significant importance. As a result, the following sections describe consensus algorithms utilized by public blockchain systems. At first, the basis of all blockchain implementations, the Proof-of-Work consensus, will be defined. Afterwards, a promising alternative approach tackling identified weaknesses and challenges will finish this section.

#### 6.1 Proof-of-Work

The consensus mechanism implemented in the design of Bitcoin is based on a POW algorithm and commonly referred to as the Nakamoto consensus [2]. A POW scheme is any task suitable to be difficult to solve, but trivial to verify. Such a task may be a random process like trying to find a solution to a cryptographic puzzle, e.g. trying to adapt the input to a hash function in such a way that the hash value has a specific form. Depending on the format of the aspired solution, such tasks can be computationally difficult. Before Bitcoin, one of the best known examples of a POW scheme was Hashcash [26], providing spam protection. Other distributed currency projects like B-Money [27], RPOW [28] or Bit Gold [29] (a direct precursor of Bitcoin) implemented the POW algorithm with similar motivation as to Bitcoin. Namely, to consider the solution of the cryptographic puzzle as a scarce and valuable digital good [3]. However, none of them solved the fundamental double-spending problem [5] in decentralized environments, which arises if transactions can not be chronologically ordered, i.e. synchronized on a distributed ledger.

**Algorithm**  
Bitcoin solves the previous problems of the POW algorithms by using a pseudo distributed timestamp server [2]. If transactions are ordered by time, only the first transaction is valid. Transactions are stored in block entities alongside with a hash value of the former block. This concatenation forms a chronological ordered hash linked list and solves the problem of conflicting transactions by adding a pseudo timestamp to the transactions. To strengthen this structure and finalize valid transactions, each block additionally contains a nonce with the following purpose. The nonce is continuously incremented to alter the content of the block in order to produce a solution to the POW cryptographic puzzle. The puzzle consists of calculating a hash value of the generated block, by adjusting the nonce in such a way, that the hash value of the block header is lower than a certain target value. Similar to brute forcing a password,
the only useful strategy to find a valid hash, is to try different nonces until a match is found [3]. The difficulty of the puzzle depends exclusively on the target value.

If the SHA-256 hash value (64 digits in hexadecimal notation) of a generated block must be a number beginning with \( n \) zeros, the chance of finding a correct nonce for a given block data at each try is \( \frac{16^{64-n}}{10^6} \). At the time of writing, a hashed Bitcoin block header must be a binary number beginning with \( n = 19 \) zeros in hexadecimal notation [30]. Currently, the most powerful and efficient hardware for this process, so-called ASIC miners, can produce SHA-256 hash values with a speed of approx. 100TH/s [31]. Given a single ASIC device, it would still take approx. 8745 days\(^3\) to find a valid solution for the afore defined difficulty of the puzzle. The average work required is exponential to the number of zero bits required [2]. However, verification of the solution is realized by a single hash value in no-time. Given that all network participants aim to solve the puzzle in competition with each other, the probability of being first is proportional to the fraction of the total computing power of the network [3]. Currently, the overall hashing power of the bitcoin network is 124.22EH/s [32]. This leads to an average time to find a solution with \( n = 19 \) zeros of 10 minutes\(^4\). Once one participant has found a valid nonce, the block containing it is propagated throughout the network. Subsequently, all participants will verify the received block and update their local copy of the blockchain. To proceed with the processing of further transactions, these so-called miners continue with the validation process of the next block. The term mining refers to unforgeable scarcity due to the costliness of creation (cf. precious metals and collectibles) [29]. With every further block the structure of a POW based blockchain system is physically strengthened by the means of real-world computation energy.

**Attack Vectors** The mapping of real-world resources into digital systems, is an important aspect in untrusted P2P networks. Peers are usually identified by forgeable IP addresses. However, a majority of IP addresses could be subverted by anyone able to allocate a sufficient amount of addresses. Accordingly, the network is vulnerable to a so-called sybil attacks. The concept of one-IP-address-one-vote is thus not applicable in an public P2P network. To limit the number of votes by each peer, the Nakamoto consensus fixes this fragile majority decision by the concept of one-CPU-one-vote and enables a quorum, as long as 51% of all transaction validators are honest. The POW forces validators to prove that they are real identities by consuming real-world resources (computational time ergo electricity ergo money). The reason for this effort is an economic incentive, i.e. the possibility to obtain a reward for every generated and subsequently accepted block. The published block must comply with the underlying protocol. Consequently, only honest participants are rewarded and the need for trust in other network participants is reduced. Dishonest participants get penalized by missing any of the rewards. In addition to the reward scheme incentivizing honest participants, the block reward system regulates the supply and distribution of new assets and prevents arbitrary inflation. These characteristics contribute to a distributed consensus between untrusted participants and provide an unprecedented protection against data manipulation in open and decentralized P2P networks.

Given a balanced P2P network, the total amount of decentralized computing power, i.e. the hash rate, affects the feasibility of different attacks on the consensus mechanism. As described in Section 3, any manipulation of the transaction data stored in former blocks would invalidate all of the following newer blocks. An attacker would have to re-calculate all the blocks from that given point. On the basis of the principle of the highest amount of computational effort is preferred, the so-called longest/heaviest chain rule ensures that the re-calculation of a chain is practically infeasible. An attacker would have to generate a chain (fork), which must eventually outpace any competing chains. The probability of a slower attacker catching up diminishes exponentially as subsequent blocks are added [2]. Accordingly, the attacker would have to gain more than 50% of the total computing power and perform a so-called 51% attack to eventually win the race. As mentioned previously, at the time of writing, the total hash rate of the Bitcoin network produces approx. up to 125EH/s [32]. An attacker would have to control and operated approx. 637,500 of the high-end ASIC miners defined earlier, to perform such an attack.\(^5\) This would consume approx. 2.5MWh or 500,000USD per hour.\(^6\) Given a self published transaction with an age of one day, an attacker would have to spent approx. 12 million USD to double-spend or alter it subsequently.\(^7\) Thus, in relation to the transferred value, it should be well considered whether such an attack is worth the effort.

For reasons of network stability and low latency in block propagations, the network tries to produce one block per specified time frame. The greater the block time in relation to the block propagation time, the less likely is the probability of creating network forks. Consequently, these parameters mitigate inconsistent network states allowing double-spendings attacks. Bitcoin miners find a solution to the POW cryptographic puzzle approx. every 10 minutes. To guarantee this block time in a dynamic network having variable computing power, the difficulty of the cryptographic puzzle is retargeted every 2016 blocks, i.e. approx. every 14 days [33]. These block parameters in addition to the longest chain rule facilitate independent network reorganizations, due to network forks on the basis of propagation delays.

### 6.2 Proof-of-Stake

Apart from POW, several alternative consensus algorithms have been proposed [34]. Many of them are simple software forks of the original Bitcoin protocol. Others tried to implement a new innovative consensus mechanism. For both kinds, many of them have not been tested in a real-

---

\(^3\) Approximation: \( \frac{16^{64-n}}{10^6} \)

\(^4\) Approximation: \( \frac{16^{64-n}}{2^{64-n}} \)

\(^5\) 125EH/s \( \div 0.51 \div 100\text{TH/s} = 637,500 \)

\(^6\) 637,500 \( \cdot \frac{3.5\text{kWh}}{\text{h}} \approx 2.5\text{MWh} \cdot \frac{0.20\text{USD/kWh}}{\text{h}} = 500,000\text{USD/h} \)

\(^7\) 24h \( \cdot \frac{500,000\text{USD/h}}{\text{h}} = 12,000,000\text{USD} \). On the basis of an average block time of 10 minutes (cf. Bitcoin), this would correspond to a backlog of 144 blocks.
world scenario. Thus, their resilience and robustness against various attack vectors is not practically tested and fully understood yet. However, a promising alternative approach tackling identified weaknesses and challenges of the viable Nakamoto consensus has been developed, e.g. [35, 36, 37].

The democratic concept of one-CPU-one-vote, to mitigate sybil attacks, is threatened by the utilization of specialized mining hardware. As discussed before, such Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) miner hashing equipment outperforms the efficiency of any traditional CPU with ease. Currently, there is no working implementation of an ASIC-resistant consensus algorithm [38]. A POW system tending towards centralization of mining power, enables the ability to suppress participants with less computational energy [3]. As result, solvent individuals or organizations gain more voting power by constantly applying more efficient hardware equipment. The hash rate of the network is thus not distributed evenly. Consequently, these groups have more control over the transaction validation process of the network and hence obtain a higher probability of successfully performing double-spending attacks. It is assumed the cost for a 51% attack is lower on POW based blockchain systems as for certain alternative consensus mechanisms [3]. However, objections to this claim exist [39].

To replace the consensus algorithm of a blockchain system proven to work (Bitcoin), an alternative with the following fundamental required characteristics has to be found. First, the ability to generate new blocks has to be an exhausting process. In terms of the sybil attack in a P2P network, the number of votes for each peer has to be limited and forgery proof. Second, there must be a common rule to resolve both intended (51% attack) and unintended (propagation delays) network forks. Network reorganization must eventually achieve system-wide consensus and result in a correct and consistent network state.

The consensus algorithm POS facilitates both of these requirements with the concept of a stake, either simply by amount or more effectively by coin age [3, 35]. A coin age can simply be defined as the amount of coins multiplied by their holding period. The coin age in POS systems operates similar to the computing power in POW systems. For example, a large amount of long unused coins is equivalent in power to a powerful ASIC miner [3]. However, for POS the term power is independent of computing power. With the concept of one-stake-one-vote, voting power depends on a staked deposit. With no exorbitant artificially increased difficulty of the cryptographic puzzle, POS provides an answer to the legitimate criticism that POW based blockchains waste energy [3]. Similar to POW based blockchains, transactions are stored in block entities alongside with a hash value of the former block. This concatenation forms a chronological ordered hash linked list and solves the problem of conflicting transactions. To generate a valid block, the hash value of the block header must be lower or equal than a certain target value. In contrast however, no nonce is used to alter the content of the block in order to produce a valid solution. Instead, every predefined time frame, e.g. every second, a timestamp is updated and all miners have a new chance of finding a valid low-energy consuming solution, to obtain the block reward. By claiming a reward, miners destroy the coin age of their staked deposit. Furthermore, the difficulty does not depend exclusively on the target value. It is individually determined and inversely proportional to the staked coin age [3]. This process shifts the competitive tournament (POW) to a more randomized lottery scheme and mitigates the risk of centralization of mining power. The greater the staked in-band deposit (coin age), the higher the probability of being selected as a transaction validator for the next block.

However, these POS specific properties also encourage to hoard coins, making them more like collectible as of transferable assets. Since the coins themselves are the basis of receiving more of them by obtaining block rewards, the idiom rich get richer fully applies. Consequently, rich individuals gain more and more voting rights, which leads to the same attack vectors mentioned before. Another major challenge of the POS algorithm is the drawback of inconsequential penalization for dishonest/malicious behavior on the basis of network forks. Unlike the longest chain rule, a POS algorithm favors the chain which was built using the highest amount of coin age. Again, this mitigates 51% attacks and facilitates network reorganizations. However, unlike the POW algorithm, miners are not forced to select one single chain at one time. Although the number of votes for each peer are limited by the concept of coin age, a miner can still exploit the consensus mechanism by not having to provide real-world resources, e.g. computational power. If a network fork is identified, miners can effortlessly continue the process of transaction validation on multiple subchains. As a result, miners are incentivized to extend every potential fork to increase the probability of getting block rewards [34]. They put nothing a stake while working on multiple chains simultaneously. This process restrains a system-wide consensus by not penalizing intended inconsistencies and is correspondingly summarized as the so-called nothing-at-stake problem [40].
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